
Awhile ago, I realized that I was not goal setting properly. What I was setting as goals was really a To Do 

List. Once I realized my incorrect thinking, I started setting goals based on who I want to be and the type 

of person I want to be rather than what I wanted to accomplish, and what a difference! The result was 

feeling and seeing progress AND accomplishing more than when I was simply focusing on my To Do List.  

Two top priority goals really have helped me to focus and stay on track: 

1. Doing some sort of meditation/deep breathing as soon as I wake up. Most times I do the 10-

minute morning stretch routine by Dan Millman which was posted on the Member’s Portal on 

Aug 6th. If I am short on time, I will simply sit quietly for a minute and take 10 slow, deep 

breaths. When I take the time to do this, I have noticed I am more focused during the day and 

accomplish more.  

 

2. Each day, ensuring my workout is at the top of my To Do List and developing the mind set that if 

nothing else is accomplished except my workout for the day, then it is a productive day.  

In a perfect world, exercising as soon as we wake up is the best way to ensure our workout is at the top 

of our To Do List; however, there are days, and for some of us it is most days, when this is not possible. 

So I decided that on days when I cannot do my workout as soon as I wake up, my workout is the first 

thing I do as soon as I have completed all my responsibilities that have to be done first. So rather than 

asking myself, “What shall I do first?” once I am finished my responsibilities, I automatically do my 

workout first and then ask myself, “OK, what’s next?”. Don’t give yourself a choice. As soon as you give 

yourself a choice, you create internal conflict trying to decide if and when you do your workout. When 

there is no choice, you just do it. Most times you will likely find you have more energy and accomplish 

more after you do your exercise than if you choose to skip it.   

Consistent exercise is essential for our physical and mental health and for maintaining a healthy body 

weight. Some rules you may want to make for yourself to keep you on track are: 

1. If you must miss a workout, reschedule it immediately, so you know when you are going to do 

your workout. Don’t just say, “I’ll do it later”, because more often than not, later never comes. 

2. Walking does not replace a kettlebell workout unless you are physically sick. 

3. If you cannot reschedule your kettlebell workout before your next regularly planned workout, it 

is a missed workout.  

4. Doing a 5 or 10-minute kettlebell workout, even 10 two-arm swings, is better than doing 

nothing at all. 

 


